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The Newsletter of the
Blacksmiths Association of Missouri is published six times a year
and is mailed to members of BAM.
The annual fee for regular membership is $30/year; a portion of
this amount is for a subscription to
this newsletter for one year. Editorial inquiries should be addressed
to : Jon McCarty 815 Miller Street,
New Haven, MO 63068;
(636)359-1246,
or send an email to:
bameditor2015@gmail.com
BAM membership inquiries should
be addressed to: Bruce Herzog,
2212 Aileswick Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63129
(314) 892-4690 or send email to
bjherzog@charter.net. Occasionally some material will be copyrighted and may not be reproduced
without written consent by the author. BAM welcomes the use of
any other material printed in this
newsletter provided the author and
this organization are given credit.

Membership Application
Name:
____________________________________________
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__________________________________________
City: _______________________________State:
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Phone: (
)
__________________________Zip:__________
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___________________________________________
New Member Renewal ABANA member
Are you interested in taking a class?
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ABANA Membership Application

Primary ABANA Charter Affiliation: ____________
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Phone: ( ) ___________________ Zip: _________
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Includes a Subscriptions to the Anvil's Ring and The Hammers' Blow
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Regular Member -----------------------------------------------------$55 yr.
Senior Citizen (Age 65+) -------------------------------------------$50 yr.
Full time student -----------------------------------------------------$45 yr.
Overseas airmail -----------------------------------------------------$80 yr.
Overseas surface mail ----------------------------------------------$65 yr.
Contributory---------------------------------------------------------$100 yr
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I _______________________hereby apply for membership in the Artist-Blacksmith's Association of North America and enclose
$__________

MasterCard

Visa

Check/Money Order

Card Number
Esp Date:
(Required)
Checks must be in U.S. Currency

SEND RENEWAL TO:
ABANA Central Office
259 Muddy Fork Rd, Jonesborough, TN 37659
Dues Distribution:
1 year subscription Anvil's Ring: 68.5% $24
Adm. Offices & other ABANA projects (Conferences, ect): 31.5% $11

Conference Chair
OPEN

Coal Captain
Bob Alexander
The Blacksmiths' Association of Missouri is an affiliate of the Artist Blacksmiths' Association of North
America, and is devoted to the preservation and
advancement of blacksmithing and to communication
among blacksmiths in Missouri and surrounding
areas. The Newsletter of the Blacksmiths' Association of Missouri's goal is to support these aims. Letters to the editor, tech tips, tools for sale or anything
else which furthers these ends will be considered for
publication.
The Newsletter of the Blacksmiths' Association of
Missouri and its members do not manufacture, distribute, sell, test, warrant, guarantee, or endorse any
of the tools, materials, instructions or products contained in articles or features in the Newsletter of the
Blacksmith Association of Missouri. The Newsletter
of the Blacksmiths' Association of Missouri disclaims
any responsibility or liability for damages or injuries
as a result of any construction, design, use, manufacture or other activity undertaken as a result of the use
or application of information contained in any articles
or features in the BAM Newsletter. The Newsletter of
the Blacksmiths' Association of Missouri assumes no
responsibility of liability for the accuracy, fitness,
proper design, safety or safe use of any information
contained in the Newsletter of the Blacksmiths' Association of Missouri.
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From the President
By Phil Cox

It’s hard to believe that Thanksgiving is only a
week away. I have been working in the shop in a Tshirt what a beautiful fall, cool mornings mid 70’s at
mid day. I have never got so much done as I have
this fall. I have rebuilt 3 hammers since I returned
from SOFA. I have 2 of the Bradleys running and
we got Bill Moffet’s hammer finished and he has it
inside his new shop. Started work on the last Bradley today a 150# strap hammer. I do have a Big
bank job that I’m working on this year. I have been
working with a man that repairs bank vaults. He is
working on a vault door that is over 100 years old
and there are no parts available so I have been making several parts for him. A family in Oklahoma
has been in the banking business for well over a
hundred years. They are restoring this door as the
center piece of their new bank. So far I have forged,
welded, and machined several items.
The November meeting at the Tom Kennon blacksmith shop at the Pioneer Heritage Homestead,
Doniphan Mo. was a good one. Chis ordered great
weather a little cool in the morning but the sun
warmed things up into a nice day. Matthew Burnett
was the demonstrator. His project had 4 mortise and
tension joints as that was the theme of the trade
item. As always he did a meticulous job. I am sure
there will be pictures of his work in this issue. I
would guess about 50 attended at least 5 of those
were new members.
They continue to improve the homestead and the
blacksmith shop every year. If you haven’t made
this one you need to try to make the next meeting
there. It is a long drive from northwest Missouri but
lots of nice things to look at on the way down. The
Tappels took Marg and I on a sightseeing trip to
some of the springs and other sights as we traveled
down on Friday.
As my thoughts turn to Thanksgiving I must include my BAM family. I am truly blessed and
thankful for the wonderful people in BAM. The
knowledge and wisdom possessed within the membership is astounding. The willingness to share and
help is what makes BAM so special. Thank you all
for being who you are and doing what you do. Keep
it up and we will have another great year.
Till next time keep your anvil bright and your fires
clean.
Phil
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November Meeting Minutes
By Bob Stormer

Phil Cox opened the meeting by thanking Chris Miller
for hosting the meeting, and all the Ripley County
blacksmiths for helping with the meeting preparations.
He also thanked the demonstrator, Mathew Burnett.
Phil recognized the new members who were present.
Bruce Herzog gave the treasurers report, and noted
that BAM now has 622 members.

forts to make it a showcase gallery. Member made
items are always requested to show off the many talents of BAM members. Bernie Tappel suggested that
we have a “Peoples Choice” award for the gallery
items to help stimulate participation.

Esther Digh gave a brief status of the scholarship program. Wayne Rice has been awarded a scholarship to
Mike McLaughlin gave a brief report on the 2017
study with Pat McCarty. She also reminded everyone
BAM Conference. The conference will be Thursday, that you must be a BAM member in good standing for
May 4th through Sunday, May 7, 2017. The demontwo years to apply for a scholarship. She requested
strators will be, Lyle Wynn, Allan Kress, Howard
that someone else take over the scholarship program.
Clark, and Matthew Burnett. Mike is looking for vol- Please give this some thought and help her with this if
unteers to help with all aspects of the conference from you can.
helping demonstrators and helping with setup and
cleanup. Contact Mike McLaughlin at cowPhil noted that Ken Jansen and Pat McCarty are havpie42@hotmail.com, or 816-296-3935 if you can vol- ing their annual meetings on Black Friday and New
unteer. Volunteers get their conference fee waived,
Years Day respectively. BAM guidelines require the
but do need to pay for lunches and the banquet if par- membership to vote on sanctioning any events as offiticipating in those events.
cial BAM events in order to cover them properly for
insurance purposes. Chris Miller made a motion to
Please support the auction by making something for
sanction both events, the motion was seconded and
the auction, buying something, or both. Iron-In-The- was passed with a show of hands.
Hat needs donations. Display something in the gallery.
The boutique needs moderately priced blacksmith
The next meeting will be at Dale Kirby's shop on Janitems as well as baked goods for sale. After Bernie
uary 17th, at Higbee, MO, with the trade item TBD.
posts the tool list on the BAM website you can volun- Additional meetings for 2017 are; June 10th at Ned
teer to make tools for the BAM Tool Boxes that Mike Digh's shop in Fulton, MO and at Don Birdsall's shop
Gentzsch is making. BAM has received donations of on September 16th. Volunteers are needed to host the
an anvil, forge and post vise for the major raffle. In
July and November meetings for 2017.
addition to Mary Jo McCarty's basket classes, Patty
Bagley will having footstool weaving class.
Ned Digh made a motion to research a better way for
Karen Bouckaert to get the BAM library to and from
If you will be needing a motel room for the conferthe BAM meetings. The library is growing, and carryence you should call early since there will be military ing all the material in plastic boxes is getting very
events at Whiteman AFB that same weekend. All are cumbersome. The motion was seconded and passed
invited to participate in the Thursday evening pot luck with a show of hands. Any suggestions on how to
dinner by bringing something to share. Mike needs
make this easier for Karen would be appreciated.
someone to organize the forging contest and someone The meeting was adjourned.
to develop a T-shirt design/theme for the 2017 conference. Michael Gorzel will be the new conference
After the meeting, Chris Miller volunteered to give a
chairman for the 2018 conference and will be learning tour of the Ripley County courthouse and museum.
from Mike M. as the 2017 conference progresses.
Mike McLaughlin has been organizing the conference
for the last 7 seven years.
Phil is continuing to look for a solution to the noisy
blower motors on the BAM coal forges.
A short discussion on the conference gallery ensued
and Bruce Herzog mentioned our gallery was better
than the SOFA gallery this past year. The gallery organizers were also recognized for their continuing ef-
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Iron in the Hat - November Meeting
Donated by

Won By

Item

Mark Lawson
Last BAM Meeting
Michael Gorzel
Harold Van De Mark
Ray Scott
Mark Lawson
Dennis Mohrmann
Michael Gorzel
Ned Digh
Steve Eikerman
John Sherwood
David Rosemann
Dennis Mohrmann
Ned Digh
Martin Monfee
Martin Monfee
John Huff
John Gries
Pat Layton
Dennis Mohrmann
Esther Digh
Matthew Burnett
Santo Giuffrida
Esther Digh
Dennis Mohrmann
Matthew Burnett
Bob Stormer
Bob Maes
Danny Schilling
Don Birdsall
Karen Bouckaert

David Rosemann
Harold Van De Mark
John Huff
Don Anders
Steve McCarthy
John Huff
Chris Miller
Don Anders
Dennis Mohrmann
David Roseman
Eddie Mayton
John Huff
Mike McLaughlin
Michael Gorzel
Mark Lawson
Jim Pendergraft
Steve McCarthy
Ned Digh
Dennis Mohrmann
Aaron McCarthy
Eddie Mayton
Don Anders
Eddie Mayton
John Sherwood
John Sherwood
Chris Miller
Gary Ethridge
John Huff
David Rosemann
John Huff
Chris Miller

Die Set
Wrench
Lemongrass Soap
Tool Box
Steering Shaft from Road Grader
Sanding Belts
Springs
Lemongrass Soap
Air Tank Conversion Kit
Bucket of Flint
Springs
Garage Springs
Buggy Axle
Arbor Press Kit
Metal Barrel
Metal Barrel
Horse Shoes
Misc Metal
Jack Hammer Bit
Tools Box
Jewelry Hammer
Steam & Gas Hats
Garage Springs
Grinding Wheel
Springs
RR Spikes
Mini Anvil
3 Tongs
Backyard Blacksmith Book
Coil Springs
Oxygen Tank
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Trade Items - November Meeting

Made By: J ohn Sher wood
Traded To: Har old Van De Mar k

Made By: Chr is Miller
Traded To: Yuval “UV” Awazn

Made By: Bob Stor mer
Traded To: J ohn Sher wood

Made By: Randy Car r ier
Traded To: J ames Cr aig

Made By: Dennis Mohr mann
Traded To: Steve McCar thy

Made By: Don Ander s
Traded To: Danny Schilling
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Made By: Matthew Bur nett
Traded To: Mar k Lawson

Made By: J ames Cr aig
Traded To: J ohn Gr ies

Made By: Steve McCar thy
Traded To: Matt Dickson
Made By: Ber nie Tappel
Traded To: Chr is Miller

Made By: Unknown
Traded To: Unknown
Made By: Mike McLaughlin
Traded To: Ber nie Tappel
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Trade Items Cont.- November Meeting

Made By: Mar k Lawson
Traded To: Matthew Bur nett

Made By: Don Bir dsall
Traded To: Randy Car r ier

Made By: Danny Schilling
Traded To: Bob Stor mer

Made By: Yuval “UV” Awazn
Traded To: Dennis Mohr mann

Made By: Matt Dickson
Traded To: Don Bir dsall

Made By: Unknown
Traded To: Unknown
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Gaylan Veater's
Group Project Hacksaw Frame -Part-twoGaylan Veater and others:
Bonneville Forge Council, Utah

bending process removed.

At this stage, you should have an Alpha jig ready to
use, shown in the 20 Vol 1issue of the Hammer's
Blow.

For our D-jig, we went with drilled and tapped holes
for both of the two pins.

Only one Alpha jig is required per organization. The
Alpha jig will make numerous D-shaped jigs for
regional workshops.
We used a length of
one-inch wide by half-inch
thick flat bar, bent the easy
way, to make all the Dshaped jigs.
The wide stock allows
The Alpha jig with stops &
the jig to be used for half spacer bars fitted
inch square (or round)
stock, leaving room on the
base plate for a spacer bar
to be utilized. The spacer
will keep the handle material off the base plate and
facilitate the use of a hand
or set hammer to fit the
handle to the D-shaped jig.
About 1.-inches of
material of the one by half
was bent over upon itself
and hammered flat. A hand Here the D-shaped jig is weldto a base plate and a spachammer was used to drive ed
er bar fitted
some of the deflected edges back into the parent bar.
With a suitable scrolling
fork at the ready, a long
heat was taken on the one
by half stock and it was fit
to the Alpha jig as closely
as possible.
The stock was allowed to
cool slowly and any excess
material was trimmed off The spacer bar lifts the handle
with a hacksaw.
stock away from the base plate

The D-jig was checked against the Alpha jig before it
was welded on to a backing plate.

The D-shaped bar was held against the backing plate
with the bottom edge of the D parallel to the lower
edge of the plate.
A silver pencil was used to draw a line around the Dshaped bar.
The bar was removed, and the location of the drilled
and tapped holes marked.
The side of the first pin is roughly 1/4˝ clearance from
the edge of the D-shaped
bar.
This first pin traps the
forged eye in place as you
bend the handle around the
D-shaped jig for the first
bend.
The location of the second
pin is more problematic.
The first pin is used to trap the

A test taper and rolled eye rolled eye of the handle
was needed to find the average thickness of the bar as it travels around the pin.

The material traveling around the top of the pin needs
to be in line with the initial U-shaped bend in the handle.
The second pin needs to be placed so that the material
passing the first forged eye does not bind or interfere
with the eye.

We used 1/2˝ bolts for our pins and so drilled two 27⁄
64˝ holes in the bar for tapping purposes.
Once the holes were drilled and tapped, the handle jig
material was offered up to the base plate and located
within the line drawing. It was tack welded, checked
and then fully welded to the plate.

A suitable bar was welded to the back of the plate alThe outer face of the D-jig material was ground
lowing for the jig to be held in the vise.
smooth, with all the lipping and cupping created by the
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Once the handle jig was fully welded and held in a
The second and third bends can be made with a bendvise, a piece of half-inch square stock was wrapped
ing or scrolling fork with a second heat of the bar.
around it to act as a spacer between the base plate and
the hacksaw handle material.
Due to the tight bends involved, the handle material
will have to be tapped into place by a hand hammer
before a scroll wrench can be utilized.
We drew a 4 1/2˝ long taper to one end of a 1/2”
square bar, recording the amount of material used.
The bar was then wrapped around the jig. A line was
drawn where we wanted the second taper to start.
A rough estimate of the amount of material needed for
the handle was then able to be calculated. We ended
up with a 13 1/2” long bar of half inch square. You
can, of course, use round bar for comfort of use when
using the hacksaw, but we chose not to do that.

The rolled eye is captured by the first pin and the stock
pulled around the first bend of the handle jig and hammered
straight.

A center-punch mark was
placed at either end of the
bar at the 2 1/2˝ mark.
Your students are required to draw a 4 1/2˝
long taper on each end of
the bar without going past
the center punch marks.
The corners of the bar are A test piece was made to callightly chamfered for
culate the length of stock recomfort and an eye rolled quired for the handle
at either end of the bar.
The eyes are located on the same side of the bar.
We chose to roll the eyes towards the center-punch
marks in an effort to place those marks on the inside
of the handle.
Take a long heat on one end of the handle material.
With a rolled eye facing away from the handle jig and
secured by the first pin, pull the handle material
around the jig.
At some stage you will need to use a hammer to tap
the handle material into place beside the jig.
We asked the students to pause here and take the handle material to the anvil to dress the bulges caused by
the bending action—a 'teachable moment'.
This is a good time to remove the first pin from the
jig.

13
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The material covers the location of the first pin

The handle was welded to a
base plate to make multiple
outer frames: note spacers

For our handle jig, 13 1/2” of 1/2” square bar was used to make
the inner handle. A center-punch mark was placed 2 1/2” from
each end, with a 4 1/2” long taper drawn from each. The ends of
both tapers were turned into a 1/4” ID rolled eye, both eyes face
the same direction, towards the center-punch marks.

You will find that the third bend cannot be completed
without the first pin being removed.
Remove the pin if you haven't already done so and
complete the bend.

The outer frame material
was drilled & twisted prior
to bending around the jig.

The inner handle and the
start of the outer frame

The bend around the second pin requires either a
vice that would capture individual inner handles as the
smaller scrolling wrench or the use of a hand hammer. student wrapped the outer handle around it.
Make sure that the bent material is a tight fit to the
pin. The alignment of the second taper may need some
adjustment at the anvil after bending upon the jig. It
should be as close to parallel to the bottom of the handle as possible.

The layout for the outer handle and frame material is
given at the end of this article. Our result was heavily
influenced by the alignment of the planets at the time,
I would advise you to conduct a test piece to determine your own layout prior to having a group of
smiths arrive at your place for the workshop.
The location of the rivet holes is omitted from the
drawings as they are easier to drill with the handles
together. We used a section of channel bolted to the
edge of a drill table to support the stock as we drilled.

The 2nd & 3rd bends were made after the pin was removed from
the jig. The pin was replaced for the 4th bend.

The first of your handles is used as a jig to make all
the outer frames. That was found to be the easiest
method of working, rather than trying to create a de

The top front bend of the outer frame was roughly
calculated from the position of the front edge of the
inner handle. The front edge of the downward leg was
seen to be about 11-inches from handle end of the
same bar.
The bend was made around a piece of one-inch round
stock.
Note to instructors:
This was seen as an opportune time to teach the stu-
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If your workshop is a little tight on time, another jig can be
made to wrap the complete outer frame around. The one shown
has a clamp at the handle end and a slot for a hacksaw guide at
the other (both ends shown below)

The blade cam bar (L) and the
front, outer frame (R)

Here the two units have been
riveted together

mine where to pace the 90˚ bend of the blade cam bar.
Once the cam bar has been bent, the other end can be
drawn down to a taper to reach the blade cam clip at
the handle end of the top bar.
Leave yourself a little room to roll an eye on the taper
for safety during the hacksaw's use.
Here the two ends of the outer frame jig are shown. Care must
be taken to thin the jig stock to match the tapered handle stock
as you wrap the jig around the D-jig.

Continued on page 20

dent about the neutral axis of bent stock. One side
compressed, one side under tension (stretched).
Another bend was made 3 1/2˝ below the top of the
outer handle frame to about 45˚. The end of the bar
was now trimmed and drilled, with the center of the
drill hole being 1/2˝ in front of the front edge of the
outer frame.

A jig for the blade cam bar
showing a 2-inch ID bend

The cam clip was
rapped around a stack of
welded bars

This bar was also cut with a hacksaw to receive the
hacksaw blade as shown in the right-hand photo below.

The clip after being cut
from the mandrel.

The clip fitted to the
frame

The outer frame and the blade cam bar can now be
temporarily fitted together. This allows you to deter-

The taper is joggled at the end to receive the retaining

The end of the bar was cut with a hacksaw to a depth
of 1 1/4˝ and then opened out to a 1/4˝ gap with a
hand held fuller.

The blade cam bar was made from a length of 1/2˝ x
1/4˝ flat bar about 14 1/2-inches long with one end
then drawn down to a taper making the bar 17 1/2˝
long overall. The bar was drilled with two 5⁄32˝ diameter holes, one at ⅜˝ from the end and the other at 1⅜˝
from the end to hold ⅛˝ rivets.
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Scholarship Article, 18th Century Apple Roaster
By Scott Payne

Scott Payne, Greenville High School
I was blessed to receive a BAM scholarship to 573-625-8135 cell (call/txt)
attend a course at John C. Campbell Folk School this chapspayne@gmail.com
past July. I hope in reading this, others will be inspired to apply for scholarships and attend classes
there as well.
I am a high school Ag teacher/FFA Advisor in
Greenville, Missouri and a Chaplain in the United
States Army Reserve. Those responsibilities, along
with the many other hats worn in the small community
in which I live, have kept my blacksmithing (mostly
bladesmithing) at the hobby level most of my life. As
a shop/Ag teacher, I have been able to incorporate
some basic blacksmithing into the courses I teach at
Greenville High School. The students always look
forward to it (and I enjoy the extra forge time!). I was
searching for training on new techniques that I could
master and pass on to my students. The course at John
C. Campbell was exactly what I was looking for.
Frames – 2 pcs. ¼” x ¾” x 29”
Nose off ends – on edge. Forge end edge down to
This year, my summer calendar allowed time tongue. Taper to 3” (it can fish tail a little)
to attend a class, so I applied and received a scholarRoll a small scroll on the end (no wider than full width
ship to attend. The application process was painless
of stock.) Clamp on edge in vice at 4 ½” mark. Pull
and the people were very friendly to work with and
around quickly and hammer at the same time (light
answered all my questions. For those of you who
taps) to make a nice short edge bend with a sharp inhave not been to JCCFS, I would encourage you to go. side corner. Make multiple heats to lessen buckling.
The campus is a beautiful and peaceful place. The
Cool the corner. Set it on the horn and tap down over
staff are friendly and the instructors are very knowlthe 2” diameter area of the horn. Repeat for other side
edgeable.
Grab both sides with good, side locking tongs and pull
around cone or mandrel – even bend up by eye. ReThe course I attended was Colonial Hearthpeat for second leg. Dimensions to shoot for: 2 ½” inwork, taught by Jerry Darnell and Bob Alexander.
side width (about as wide as an apple), 3” leg height
Bernie Tappel attended the same course. He, Jerry,
countersink all holes on the outside (both sides if taand Bob were very patient and helpful each time I had pering tennons on stretchers, outside only if grinding
a question. We built fishtail scroll andirons, a
tennons on stretchers.) Lay frames on top of each othpotsway, and an apple roaster. Their projects turned
er and adjust until they are the same. Drift top hole to
out much more photogenic than mine! The typical
¼” square. Stretchers 4 pcs. ¼” round stock 13” long
workday was 9:00 – 4:30. However, Jerry and Bob
Taper (or grind) each end about ¾” to a blunt taper
were very gracious and came in early/stayed late for
with the tip less than 3/16”
students to work. There was no wasted time and I felt
like the course was well worth the cost.
Top stretcher ¼” x ¾” x 13”
Saw out ¼” x ¼” tennons on each end. Find center of
The apple roaster project is outlined below.
top stretcher and mark off center. Slit punch with a
The full article with all the projects can be found on
half round chisel. Bulge out the side but don’t split it
the BAM website. If you have any questions about
Out. Drift to about 5/16”. Forge 4” of 1/4” round stock
the projects, John C. Campbell Folk School, or I may to a chain link. Fish it through the just punched hole.
be of help in some other way, please do not hesitate to Flux and weld. Round it out into a ring on a small
contact me. Thank you again to Jerry, Bob, and Ber- cone.
nie for all of your help. Thank you BAM for allowing
me the privilege of attending this course!
Top Extender
Forge a blunt point on each end of a piece of ¼”
round stock 12” long. Turn 1 ¼” to 1 ½” cold eyes on
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both ends Forge a second one with a hook on one end
Assemble and close the all of eyes except the lower
one (leave it open to attach to frame later) Assembly
Use ¼” spacers to make vice more effetive in holding
round stock. Tennon together on edge of vice Start on
one side of a frame at the bottom. Heat and peen
down the 3/16” portion of the rivet sticking up
through the frame. Do all of one frame first, then
attach second frame. Correct any racking of the
frame. Attach hanger and close final eye. Heat,
smoke, and wax.

posts. The building code requires railings to be 34” to
38” high on the stairs so we need to draw the top rail
by measuring up from the first and last nosing and connecting these points.
If

Shop Tips.
Railing Layout

By: John Groll
Pittsburg Area Artist Blacksmith Association
May 2004 Issue
During the meeting at my shop, I felt that some members probably still had questions about the railing layout demonstration and for anyone who missed it so, I
will try to explain it again. The way we lay out all of
our rails is by measuring the stairs using a 4’ level and
taking three measurements. These measurements form
a right triangle which can be checked for accuracy using the Pythagorean theorem (A squared + B squared =
C squared). (Figure A)

the stairs are elevated above grade the rail requires
pickets or ornamental design that a 4” sphere cannot
pass through. To space the pickets we measure the distance between the posts along the “B” line and add the
width of one picket (1/2”” then divide by 4 1/2” to see
how many pickets will fit in the space (the number of
spaces must be an even number to start and end with a
twisted picket if you are using alternating pickets).

Now, divide the even number of spaces into your distane between posts + 1/2” which gives you the center
to center spacing of the pickets.
Start marking at the center of the line toward each post
and you should end at 1/4” past the post. Some other
ways to measure the slope of stairs is using a Smart

We used a layout table that has a perfectly straight side
as a work point. The edge of the table is used as the
hypotenuse of the triangle (measurement C). After
marking the nose to nose length on the table, start an
arc using the A measurement (the total rise of the
stairs). Then from the other end of the hypotenuse,
draw an arc using the B distance (total run of the
treads) that intersects with the A arc. Now, draw a
straight line from the start of “A” to the intersection
point. Next set a large bevel square on the “A” line,
this is the bevel of the post and pickets and is the cutting bevel for the post top. We usually set our posts
back 4” from the front of the tread and draw in the end
17
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Level to get the angle in degrees and use the complimentary angle off the edge of the layout table. A
5. I draw out the last 2 1/2” to a point and make my
straight board (1 x 10) laid on the nosing of the stair hook. Add a washer and nut to inside of pot and
and using a level, mark a plumb line on the board and tighten.
mark all the nosings on the board.
6. I use a 2” lag bolt, cut the head off and make a
matching hook to hang from.

Historic Forge
By Heather McCarty

* Editors Note: These fasteners are also called foundation bolts.

Pittsburg Area Artist Blacksmiths Association
Volume 3, Issue 2
May 2004

Want a New Hang Up?
By: Larry Albrecht

One afternoon I was browsing around Home Depot’s
concrete and cement department and came across anchor bolts.* They were 7/16” x 12”, had a thread on
one end with a nut and washer. I forged this into a
hanger for clay pots that have a hole in the center of
the bottom.
1. I screw the nut all the way on because I hold the
threaded end. When finished forging, just back the
nut off and the threads chased.
2. Straighten the curved section end and square it
off. I forge the whole length to the nut.
3. Now there is 14” of square stock to draw out and
taper to 26”. I do not draw out the last 2 1/2” until
the very last. If I want a matching pair I use a set of
dividers to compare tapers. Keep taper smooth and
straight at the end of each heat.
4. 10” up from the nut, I put a 5” double reverse twist
for decoration.

Upcoming Events
January 1st 2017—Hammer In, Pat McCarty, Washington MO
January 14th 2017– Meeting, Andrews & Kirby Co , Higbee MO
January 24th 2017– Newsletter Submission Deadline
March 2017— Meeting, Lou Mueller, Arnold MO
May 4-7 2017 - Ozark Conference, Sedalia, MO
June 10th 2017– Meeting, Ned Digh, Fulton MO
September 16th 2017—Meeting, Don Birdsall, Rolla MO
November 2017
Meeting, Doniphan MO
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ILLINOIS VALLEY BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION
JEFFERSON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
MT. VERNON, ILLINOIS
MARCH 4-5, 2017

Members of the Illinois Valley Blacksmith Association, in support of the Jefferson County Historical Society, will present a 2 day Blacksmithing
Workshop on March 4 and 5, 2017 from 9am – 4 pm Saturday and 9am – 3 pm
on Sunday.

Demonstrators will be John Lovin and Ken Markley.
John will present beginning to intermediate forging techniques, including forge welding.
John has 35 years working in the blacksmith trade and with his wife Beth, runs a traditional
blacksmith shop, Auxier Creek Forge.
Ken is a Journeyman knife maker, specializing in Damascus pattern welding. Ken will field
questions from the audience and through discussions and demonstrations, answer your
knife forging questions, including steel selection, forging, heat treating, grinding, and installing handles.
There will be an auction after the Saturday demonstrations, of donated items, and demo
pieces. Please bring something to donate to the auction.
Bring any blacksmith related items to tailgate; rusty, dusty, working or not.
Name_________________________________
1 day to:

To preregister please send $20 for both days, or $15 for

Address________________________________

John Lovin

City/State______________________________

21735 E Bakerville Rd

Phone_________________________________

Belle Rive, Il. 62810

E-mail_________________________________
For questions, directions, comments, or suggestions call Buster Bradford at 618-244-2111 or John Lovin at
618-731-5661 or e-mail anvilman@hamiltoncom.net

All money raised will be used to perform repairs and maintenance to the equipment and building.
19
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clip mounted on the outer frame.

Workshop Led by Mark Kochan
Held at John McLellan’s Shop, Loomis

The retaining clip was made from 3⁄16˝ diameter
spring steel (an old garage door spring) The spring was
By now, these forges have been used at CBA
re-wound around a mandrel made from a lamination of Spring Conference, at the ABANA Conference, and at
1/2” x 1/4˝ flat bar, a ⅜˝ diameter round bar and a 1/4˝
diameter round bar, stacked and welded together. A
hole was drilled at one end to help with the wrapping
process. Each clip was then cut from the mandrel with
a hacksaw, rather like the process for making chain
mail links.
The clips need to be straightened and then fitted to the
outer frame.
We have found that there is always a little tweaking of
the assembled frame before you can call it a finished
product and get busy with the wax finish.
The project engaged both the new and the seasoned
smiths and made for a great weekend activity at our
conference. I'm looking forward to seeing the next
generation of hacksaw frames emerge.
❑Gaylan Veater

The CBA Coal Forge

various other events. This article documents the process and dimensions, so that interested readers can reproduce these forges for themselves.
At this workshop, the team produced 22 forges,
half for themselves. The other 11 will be available as
CBA-owned forges to be used at Conferences and other events.
Starting Point: What Size For ge?
Size of the forge pan is your choice - depend-

This is the layout of the hacksaw frame. The stock is half-inch square, 29-inches long. As with most things,
your mileage may vary-depending upon driving conditions. Do a test piece before you turn up for the group
project—it prevents hiccups.
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ing on the scale of work that you intend to conduct.
However, these forges are approximately 30.7” by
24.7” by 5” high. The forge pan was made of 1/8”
steel. The legs are removable, fitting into welded-on
tubes. The forge pan is approximately 31” high.

The firepot pieces:

Heart of the Forge: the Fir epot Assembly

The firepot assembly consists of the firepot,
ash gate, clinker breaker, and blast gate.
The firepot itself is made of 1/2” thick plate.
The downpipe is a section of 3” x 3” x 3/16” square
tubing .

At the workshop, all the pieces were cut,
aligned, and welded together.

Another view, with the ash dump installed.
Clinker breaker, ash dump, blast gate
The ash dump is welded on with a hinge.
Make the weight on the end of the bar heavy enough
so that it will hold the dump gate closed.

The clinker breaker is a 1” x 2” x 2 1/2” block,
At right is one of the firepots sitting on the
welding bench. The slide gate/blast gate bolts onto the drilled to allow the rod to pass through. The rod is
held in place with a set screw, in a drilled and tapped
flange on the downpipe. (the photo is flipped upside
down)
The firepot is not attached to the table - it is
held by gravity. This allows for expansion and contraction during use.

hole. All edges and corners are smoothed off and relieved.
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The blast gate is a plate, with a hole cut in it,
with a loop handle welded to it. It slides inside a
matched housing.

this article with us. The fire pot is very similar to
what we have on bamsite.org with some minor differences.

Air Supply:
For these forges, at first we used a 134 CFM
blower - it provided enough air to reach a welding
heat, but we decided to upgrade to a 165 CFM squirrel-cage blower. Airflow is controlled by the air blast
gate.

I thought I would share this with everyone and see if
there was any interest. I am currently planning on
building one for myself with 2 firepots. This will allow me to have both an electric and hand cranck firepot for demonstrating as well as use at my home shop.
I am including photos I took in UT of the torn down
and stacked forges so you can see what I mean.

Fire It Up!

Jon

These forges have been used at several venues
now. They work well, and by having an electric blower, they are suited to fueling with coke, which pollutes
less.
For travel, these break down well, and nest
together for easy transport in the trailer.
Editors Note:
I saw these forges at the ABANA Conference in

Six forges in a stack about three feet high.
Utah. At first glance I thought the were simple handmade forges. During tear down I was very impressed
with how much engineering went into these seemingly “simple” forges. They were able to stack six of
these forges into less space than we are able to store
two of our conference forges.
I thought this would not only allow us to maybe fit a
bit more into our conference trailers but maybe also
allow us to carry some coal forges in the MTS trailer
as well.
I was able to contact John McLellan from the California Blacksmiths Association and get them to share

The six firepots take up about as much floor space
as the forges do. They can also be removed without any tools required.
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Tulip Leaves
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BAM Scholarship/Grant Program
I.Scholarships and Grants will be awarded by the Scholarship/Grant Committee to BAM members in good
standing and have been an active member of BAM for
two years. Decisions of the Committee will be final.

IX.Applications must be received 30 days before the date
of the award unless waived by the Committee Chairman and/or President of BAM

X.Scholarship Recipient: Ever y Scholar ship r ecipient,
within three months after completing the event for
which the scholarship is granted must submit a written
II.Scholarships up to the amount of $1000 will be granted
description of the event to the BAM Newsletter
by the Scholarship/Grant Committee to an individual
(appropriate pictures and diagrams may be included).
(1) to attend a recognized educational program or (2) to
Within one year, the recipient must also demonstrate
train under a recognized blacksmith craftsman (see nowhat was learned as a consequence of the scholarship
tation on page 2) for the purpose of learning new and/
either at a BAM meeting or on a video tape to be
or advanced blacksmithing skills. The submission of
placed in the BAM Library.
an appropriate application is required.
XI. Grant Recipient: One of the following four options
III.Grants of $250 or $500 can be made by the Scholarship/
can be selected: (1) chose to write an article for the
Grant Committee to (1) fund a workshop in a memBAM Newsletter describing the workshop they conber’s own shop (2) train and/or share skills with fellow
ducted or the skills taught to fellow members; (2) write
blacksmiths or (3) to complete a one on one mentorship
an article describing the mentorship experience; (3)
with a skilled blacksmith craftsman for skill enhanceprovide diagrams and directions of the items made durment. The submission of an appropriate application is
ing a sponsored workshop; (4) present a demonstration
required.
at a BAM meeting.
IV.The Committee is to consist of 3 members who serve
XII.The Scholarship/Grant Committee will prepare an aprotating 2 year terms appointed by the BAM President.
propriate application forms for both the Scholarship
The President will appoint one of these members chairand Grant Program. In addition, the forms will be pubman of the committee.
lished in the BAM Newsletter
V.The Committee will be responsible for publicizing the
XIII.Scholarship and Grant applications must be submitted
Scholarship/Grant Program and for suggesting changes
to the Scholarship Chairman, Esther Digh, 6792 CR
to these guidelines as may seem appropriate. Changes
424, Fulton, MO. They will be shared with the other
are to be approved by the Board of Directors of BAM.
committee members and a decision will be made. The
recipient will be notified in writing of his/her selection.
VI.The Committee will determine the number and amounts
of scholarships/grants based on the amount of funding XIV.Questions about Scholarships or Grants can be adapproved by the Board of Directors.
dressed to the Scholarship/Grant Chairman.
VII.The Committee Chairman will have the responsibility
of requesting funds from the Board of Directors for the
calendar year.
VIII.Eligibility: Only members in good standing in BAM Please note: Member s of the Scholar ship Committee
may receive scholarships and grants and the scholarmay contact applicant for additional information on the
ship committee members are not eligible to receive a
individual(s) teaching the selected event.
scholarship/grant while serving on the committee. No
member may apply for a scholarship within one year
after receiving a previous scholarship. Applicants who
have not received a scholarship within three years prior
to their application will be given priority.
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SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
Name:
Address:
Phone Number:

E-Mail Address:

The education program/workshop do you wish to attend:

The location of the event:
Individual responsible for the event and/or teacher for the event:
Identify the costs to attend the event:
Tuition
Travel
Lodging/meals
Other

Briefly, describe how attending the particular class/event will advance your blacksmithing skills and be
helpful in promoting the craft of blacksmithing. Identify the specific skills you expect to learning during this
learning experience.

I understand that as a requirement of receiving this scholarship, I will be required to submit an article about
the education experience attended with appropriate notes and diagrams to the BAM Newsletter no later
than 3 months after attending the event AND within 1 years of the event, I will present a demonstration of
the newly learned skills at a BAM meeting or complete a video tape to be place in the BAM Library.
Signed____________________________________________ Date________________________
Mail to Esther Digh, 6792 CR 424, Fulton, MO 65251
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GRANT APPLICATION
Name:
Address:
Phone:

E-Mail Address:

Identify one of the two options for Grants you wish to complete:

Identify the objective(s) of the workshop to be conducted or the objective of the mentorship:

Identify the instructor of the workshop or the mentor selected for the educational experience:

Identify the expected outcomes or skills to be learned from this experience:

Identify the costs of this educational experience (materials, fuel, travel, handouts, propane, etc:

Select one of the following to complete after the educational experience:
_____ (1) Write an article for the BAM Newsletter about the workshop conducted and the skills taught;
_____ (2) Write an article describing the mentorship experience;
_____ (3) Submit diagrams and directions for making the items made during the workshop;
_____ (4) Present a demonstration at a BAM meeting.

Signed: ____________________________________________Date:____________________________
Mail to Esther Digh, 6792 CR 424, Fulton, MO 65251
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Welcome our
New Members
James Brown
30801 115th Street
Hopkins, KS 64461
660-254-7025
twistedbjj@yahoo.com

James Cardwell
3122 Landing Creek Road
Jefferson City, MO 65101
573-644-2924
aitam92@gmail.com

Jason Cox
79 Praire Road
Hawk Point, MO 63349
636-697-8279
jcxxx0734@gmail.cox

Matthew L Cunningham
20600 County Road 5350
Rolla, MO 65401
910-920-5754
mlcunningham71@gmail.com

Dylon Dollins
123 Eddie Street
East Praire, MO 63845
573-887-4319
dollins12@outlook.com

Gary Ethridge
1515 South 13th Street
Poplar Bluff, MO 63901
573-300-2157
redcloudinc@yahoo.com

John Gettings
HC 6 Box 114
Doniphan, MO 63935
573-255-3235
johndgettings@gmail.com

Helmut Hillenkamp
507 Kathryn Street
Santa Fe, NM 87501
505-474-3060
helmut@iron-to-live-with.com

Brian Kinsey
1704B Ashwood Drive
Rolla, MO 65401
573-465-8448
bkinsey@rollacity.org

Ken Lucy
2220 Whitney Jean Drive
Jackson, MO 63755
573-579-6220
kpljakon@charter.net

Daniel Meinsen
519 Blair Blvd
Forsyth, MO 65653
417-569-2258
deflectingannihilation@gmail.com

Scott Travis Nance
7890 SE 801 Road
Collins, MO 64738
417-770-1124
farmernance@gmail.com

Randy Plume
P.O. Box 381
Linn, MO 65051
636-584-2618

David Ryan
12111 Washington Road
McLouth, KS 66054-4283
478-361-3838
davidryan198030@gmail.com

Cody Swopes
13319 East Hwy Z
Stockton, MO 65785
417-955-2652
rmswopes@gmail.com

Brian Thompson
P.O. Box 171
Ava, MO 65608
417-683-7965
tcustomcreations@hotmail.com

Randy Turley
Rt 1 Box 1200
Fremont, MO 63941
573-291-8355

Max Vollmer
273 West Highway 8
Steelville, MO 65565
573-775-4930
max.vollmer@gmail.com

Richard Winder
1669 CR248
Neelyville, MO 63954
573-989-6450
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BAM Tailgate
Buy, Sell, Trade

Individual Classified ads:
For Sale: Due to my failing health, I am needing to
liquidate my blacksmith tools. This includes anvils,
forges, blowers, post vises, cone mandrel, and swage
block. Please see this link: http://anvilsrogersfoods.rhcloud.com
For Sale: Anvil’s Ring Magazine collection Sept '73
thru
Present. $350 Bob Woodard Edwardsville, IL 618692-6508

Back issues of J er r y Hoffmann’s Blacksmith’s
Journal,
Call 1-800-944-6134 for more information.
Classes offered, The Ornamental Ir on Shop
Contact the instructor to register and customize your
class.
John D. Thompson – Metalsmith
3923 Hwy 25; Hodges, SC 29653 864-374-3933
Classes at Pieh Tool Company, Inc. - Camp Verde,
AZ
The Bill Pieh Resource for Metalwork.
Call now for more information and to enroll:
(928) 554-0700 or (888) 743-4866.
www.piehtoolco.com.

Real slate chalkboards for your shop var ious sizes
and prices call Matthew Burnett for details (816) 575- Mathias Penn is offer ing intr oductor y & begin2798
ning blacksmith classes. 417-543-2148
Tytheblacksmith@yahoo.com
Commercial / Resource ads:
oldschoolcrafts Blacksmith School, J oe Davis
12625 Lawrence 1175, Mt Vernon, MO 65712 phone
Services:
417-461-0387 on the web www.oldschoolcrafts.org E
Beverly Shear Blades Sharpened. Remove blades -Mail oldschoolcrafts@hotmail.com
from shear and ship to Clay Spencer, 73 Penniston
David Norrie blacksmithing school in Color ado
Pvt. Drive, Somerville, AL 35670 $41 includes return David Norrie 303-859-0770 http://
postage, additional cost for deep notches or blades
www.forgewithintention.com
previously sharpened at angle.
or http://www.davidnorrie.com
The Upper Midwest Blacksmiths Assoc (UMBA)
Little Giant-- We can do repairs on any or all com- video library. An index list can be viewed at
ponents of your Little Giant front assembly. Contact www.umbaonline.org
Roger Rice, Midwest Machine, 6414 King Road, Ne- They are VHS or DVD-R Cost is $5 each with $2 per
braska City, Nebraska 68410. (402) 873-6603
order shipping there is no return date, you keep the
video for this price. All videos are made at group deRoller Blade Treadle Hammers (Clay Spencer de- mos, no commercial titles.
sign) for Sale or Workshops led to build hammers.
Bob Alexander, e-mail to scruboak4@netzero.com, or Blacksmithing E-books on CD
call 636-586-5350.
Now eight titles are available on CD, $4/each, or all
eight books, $24 postpaid. More books are in producInformation / Education:
tion and will be available soon- order on-line at
www.blacksmithingebooks.com, or check/MO to Brian Gilbert, 3404 Hartford Dr,. Chattanooga, TN
Missouri School of Blacksmithing
37415.
Cameron, MO
Instruction by Matthew Burnett
Ray Clontz Tire Hammer Plans by Clay Spencer
Group and Individual classes offered.
Send check/money order for $30 to Clay Spencer, 73
816-575-2798
Penniston Pvt. Drive, Somerville, AL 35670-7013.
Tong Making Class-Weekend Course, 4 people per Includes postage to US and Canadian addresses. Othclass - $125 per person. Contact: Charles Comstock, er countries e-mail clay@otelco.net for price. 256558-3658. Tire Hammers for sale contact me for curRt.1 Box 20, Deerfield,
rent price
MO. 64741 (417) 927-3499, or (417)-321-2286 cell
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New England School of Metalwork
www.newenglandschoolofmetalwork.com 1-888-753- D.L. Schwartz Co. Blacksmith and Far r ier sup7502
plies.
2188 S. US 27, Berne, IN. 46711, 1-800-955-3064
Power Hammer page
I’ve taken some time to collect and post old info, catalogs and brochures on power hammers. The link of
our NEB web page to this information is: http://
SOFA fir e pots ar e once again available. For infor www.newenglandblacksmiths.org/
mation contact Bob Cruishank, 1495 W. Possum Rd.,
power_hammer_info.htm Ralph Sproul
Springfield, OH. 45506 Phone: (937) 323-1300 or
Rochester Arc & Flame Center! Featur ing Black- www.creativeironforge.com or
smithing, Welding & Glass Blowing, over 30 classes www.sofablacksmiths.com
available for all levels of interest, rocafc.com
585-349-7110
USA Dealer for REFFLINGHAUS ANVILS, 77 to
1250 lb.
For Sale: Power Hammer instr uction DVDs. $125 European 2 horn with or without upsetting block &
per set. Clifton Ralph, 4041 W 47st, Gary, Indiana,
side shelf.
46408 (219)980-4437
Over 100 sizes and styles available. Guaranteed face
@ HRC59
Dick Nietfeld www.blksmth.com Phone (308) 384
Products:
1088
Forge-Aprons offer s seven differ ent styles of leather blacksmith aprons; the Original bib, the Short bib,
the Full-Cut bib which offers greater chest coverage,
the Lap apron, two sizes of Kid's aprons, a Budget
apron and our brand new, limited edition Flame apron
which features flame imprinted buckles and an anvil
engulfed in flames on the logo pocket.
www.Forge-Aprons.com
Heavy-Duty Fry Pan Blanks 9” diameter, tapered
sides 12
Or 13 gauge steel (approx.2 pounds) no predrilled
holes for the handle $12.00 each..1-4, $10.00 each.59, $9.00 each...10+. Shipping: $5.00 plus$1.00 each
frypan Bob Tuftee 563-332-4800 6 Hollows Court
LeClaire, IA 52753
L Brand Forge Coke now packaged in 50 pound
bags on pallets. Send your zip code for a quote on
price including delivery.1-678-360-3521 or LBrandForgeCoke@aol.com.
Chile Forge- Next generation gas forges
www.chileforge.com David Starr 520/360-2141
Kayne and Son Custom Har dwar e, 100 Daniel
Ridge Road,
Candler, NC 28715. (828) 667-8868 fax (828) 6658303, e-mail:
kaynehdwe@charter.net, web site:
www.blacksmithsdepot.com.
Offering a full line of blacksmithing equipment. We
ship and accept Visa and Mastercard.
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Wanted:
Blacksmith business cards. I would like to put together a collage of Blacksmith business cards.
Bring them to a meeting or mail them to me with your
dues.
Bruce Herzog
2212 Aileswick
St. Louis, MO 63129
Demonstrator List
Fred Weisenborn has started a list of members available for demonstrations, fairs, historic events, and festivals, etc. 417-589-2497 e-mail: jweisenb@llion.org
Around the Anvil BAM has its ver y own E-Mail
news group. If you would like to participate there is a
sign up link on the bamsite.org or send an E-Mail to
Bernie Tappel at bamweb@embarqmail.com and he
will get you signed up.
Check out back issues of BAM newsletter on
www.bamsite.org. It now has a search feature to help
you find old articles.
Ad Policy: Blacksmith related ads are free to BAM
members. Personal ads will run for two issues.
Resource ads are ongoing at my discretion. Send to
BAMeditor2015@gmail.com, or call 636-359-1246
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Number 1 beginner workshop Saturday April 8th Send payment for workshops to Ray Scott at the
2017
above address.
Number 2-beginner workshop Saturday April
15th 2017

Any questions call:
Ray Scott or Don Birdsall

Location:
Ray Scott:
20588 State Route V
Eminence, MO. 65466
No daytime phone number
Evening telephone number 573-226-5541

Thank you and hope to see you at the workshops.

Start time 8:00 am. Sharp.
Students should be there and ready to go at 8:00 am.
both days.
Students must wear safety glasses while instruction
and workshops are being run.
Students need to bring a lunch both days.
Water will be available.
Students should wear cotton or wool clothing, no
synthetic type of clothes.
Gloves and aprons are not provided.

Hope Everyone
has a Happy and
Safe
Holiday Season!

Must be a BAM Member (Insurance requirement)
$30.00 dollars for a one year membership.
Cost of each workshop is: $30.00 dollars per student
per day.
Instructors are:
Ray Scott
Don Birdsall
573-364-7223
Directions to Ray Scott’s Shop:
At Eminence, MO.
Go east on highway 106 five miles to highway V go
north two miles. Look for a white fence on right side
of the highway, turn at the gate and drive down to the
shop.

FROM:
THE
BAM
Editors ~
Jon and Heather McCarty

If not a member sends membership dues
($30.00 dollars) to:
Bruce Herzog
212 Aileswick Drive
St. Louis, MO.
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BAM Coal Stations
Price per bag:

BAM Members $14.00
Non Members $19.00
Member’s pickup at Bob Alexander's - $12.00
Coal keepers earn $3.00 per bag
Bags are 50lbs. each

5

6

3

2

8
4

1
7

A
B

1. Bob Alexander (636) 586-5350
14009 Hardin Rd.
DeSoto, MO 63020

4. Jerry Rehagen (573) 744-5454
390 Bozina Valley Trail
Freeburg, MO 65035

7. Bob Maes (573) 866-3811
Route 1 Box 106 K
Millersville, MO 63766

2. Ken Jansen (636) 295-5844
2257 Carter Rd.
Moscow Mills, MO 63362

5. Joe Hurley (660) 379-2365
or (660) 626-7824
Route 1 Box 50
Downing, MO 63536

8. Bryan Lillibridge (660) 638-4536
1545 NW 300
Urich, MO 64788

3. Doug Clemons (660) 595-2257
29377 Durango Ave.
Malta Bend, MO 65339

6. Paul Lankford (573) 473-7082
25849 Audrain County Road 820
Mexico, MO 65265

Non BAM Coal
A. Tim Johnson, Springfield, MO 417-886-8032 - $.40/lb. check, $.35/lb. cash. Bring your own containers.
B. Good blacksmithing coal for sale $12 per 50# bag with bulk delivery available.
Matthias Penn Rt. 1 box 479-S Ava, Mo. 65608. (417)-543-2148.
Or e-mail tytheblacksmith@yahoo.com.
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ST. LOUIS MO 63129

Please send changes to Bruce Herzog, 2212 Aileswick Dr., St. Louis MO 63129 or e-mail to bjherzog@charter.net

Next Meeting: January 14, 2016
Dale Kirby, Andrews and Kirby Cooperage, Higbee MO, PH:660-456-7660

A

Andrews and Kirby Cooperage
——>
Aim Here

B

Trade item: A chopping tool: axe, hatchet, cleaver , knife etc.
Ken Jansen & Matthew Burnett will demonstrate. Food will be available.

